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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-461/84-43(DRS)

Docket No. 50-461 License No. CPPR-137

Licensee: Illinois Power Company
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525

Facility Name: Clinton Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1

Inspection At: Clinton Site, Clinton, Illinois

Inspection Conducted: December 3-7 and 10-14, 1984

/[9[TVInspector:
'

Date

( W h '& -

1 Approved By: C. C. Williams, Chief / 7!8f'
'Plant Systems Section Date'

Inspection Sumary

Inspection on December 3-7 and 10-14, 1984 (Report No. 50-461/84-43(DRS))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of licensee actions on
previous inspection findings; construction deficiency reports; cable tray-
hanger reinspection program; installation of instrument sensing lines; and
applicable procedures and records. This inspection involved a total of 87
inspection-hours on site by one NRC inspector, including 7 hours on back-shift.
Results: Of the areas inspected, two items of noncompliance were identified
(failure to establish an effective program to control the storage and

; preservation of material and equipment - Paragraph 3.c; failure to establish
effective measures to verify the acceptability of vendor documentation -
Paragraph 3.d.(3)).
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted
.,

Illinois Power Company (IP)
4

1

*W. J. Kelley, Chairman and Company President
*W. C. Gerstner, Executive Vice President
*D. P. Hall, Vice President
*W. Connell, Manager of Quality Assurance
*E. Kant, Director, NSED
*J. E. Loomis, Construction Manager
*R. P. Hoem, Supervisor of Maintenance Planning4

*J. S. Perry, Manager of Nuclear Programs Coordinator
*R. E. Campbell, Director, Quality Systems and Audits'

*J. R. Sprague, Station QA Specialist, Lead
C. E. Calhoun, Quality Projects Coordinator -

!M. D. Hassebrock, Director, Quality Engineering and Verification
G. W. Bell, Director, Construction and Procurement QA
S. E. Rasor, Supervisor Construction QA

<

P. Harris, Quality Analyst
A. Sherwood, Lead Construction Surveillance

M. Murray, Quality Assurance Engineer (Surveilience))R. Kennedy, Quality Assurance Engineer (Surveillhnce
G.Bousquet,QualityAssuranceEngineer(Surveillai'ce)
J. Brownell, Station QA Specialist

Baldwin Associates (BA)

*L. W. Osborne, Manager of Quality and Technical Services
*A. E. King, Jr., Project Manager'

*E. D. Rosol, Deputy Project Manager'

J. Wiley, Electrical Superintendent
J. Parks, Quality Control Manager
T. Moran, Senior Instrumentation Engineer
J. Devine, Instrumentation Engineering Supervisor
D. W. Ferrara, Senior QAE for Field Verification
L. B. Woolridge, General Superintendent, Electrical, 2nd Shift
D. Shershen, Hanger Reinspection Coordinator

The inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee and
contractor personnel during this reporting period.

,

* Denotes those present at the exit interview on December 14, 1984.
'

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspeciton Findings'

a. (Closed) Unresolved Item (461/81-20-04): During a previous
inspection, it was identified that a Level II or Level III inspector
was not reviewing inspection reports / checklists prepared by a Level
I inspector for acceptance of the test or inspection. During a

i review of inspection reports and inspection checklists, it was
observed that a Level II inspector had reviewed the report for
acceptability. This item is closed.
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b. (Closed) Noncompliance (461/82-02-05): During a previous
inspection, it was identified that design requirements were not
being incorporated into instructions, procedures, or drawings.
Also, it appeared that the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.29
were not being incorporated into the fire protection installation
specifications as evidenced by the lack of separation between Class
1E electrical raceway and fire protection piping and associated
hangers. The licensee took action to (1)havethedesign
requirement revised to clarify the intent; (2) have the contractors
revise their procedures and instructions to address the design
requirements; and (3) establish an Interaction Analysis Program to
provide assurance that adequase clearances are maintained to meet
the intent of Regulatory. Guide 1.29. Based on the above actions,
this item is closed.

c. (Closed) Part21 Report (461/81-02-PP): Rockbestos Company
notified BA, by letter, on June 18, 1981, that Rockbestos coaxial
cable RSS-6-104 failed during a simulated steam line break. During
this test (conducted by General Atomics), the cable failed at
420 F. Rockbestos performed additional tests within the IEEE
parameters and the cable failed. All RSS-6-100 series coaxial cable
was placed on hold by Rockbestos. The RSS-6-100 series cable
received at Clinton Power Station was placed on hold via BA NCR4

4967, dated July 10, 1981. On October 7, 1983, 20 reels of
RSS-6-100 series coaxial cable was returned to Rockbestos via MRT
6738. NCR 4967 was closed on December 17, 1982.

Rockbestos to BA letter dated July 30, 1981, stated that RR-6-100
thru 112 series cables may be subject to failure at temperatures of
greater than 230 F. RSS-6-113 thru 116 series cables are not
affected due to their cellular dielectric construction, and previous
certification remains in effect. Rockbestos to BA letter dated
October 23, 1981 stated that the "second-generation" of RSS-6-100
thru 112 series cables employ a modified shield construction and are
identified with the number 1081. Addendum 1 of Report TS 1981-YJK-3
describes the temperature testing of the modified cable. These
tests were witnessed by NRC inspectors. Second-generation RSS-6-100
thru 112 series cables were received on Receiving Inspection Reports
(RIR) S16239 and S17966. All items were acceptable. Based on the
above information, this item is closed.

d. (Closed) 10 CFR 50.55(e) Report (461/84-10-EE): During the required
cleaning of control room panels and equipment prior to placing the
items in service, maintenance personnel discovered loose debris in a
power supply for the neutron monitoring equipment. As a result,
eight similar po-'r supplies with perforated type enclosures for the
Nuclear System .nection System (NSPS) panels were inspected.
Various types or debris, consisting of small pieces of wire, metal
washers, metal chips, and pieces of plastic, were found in the NSPS
power supplies. Under certain conditions, this debris could
conceivably cause an electrical fault, resulting in the loss of
power to the panel. This loss of power could potentially degrade the
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level of_ redundancy within the NSPS circuits. THe debris could have
originated at the General Electric (GE) fabrication facility in
San Jose, CA, or from work performed at Clinton Power Station (CPS)
by the construction contractor, BA.

Illinois Power prepared and implemented an investigation plan to
determine the extent of this problem at CPS. This investigation
revealed that a Neutron Monitoring System power supply failed on
February 21, 1984, as a result of an electrical short caused by a
metal screw found inside the power' supply enclosure. Since the metal
screw was identical to those used by GE in the fabrication of the<

panels and the screw was too large to fall through the performations
in the panel, it was concluded that the loose screw originated at the
GE fabrication facility. GE has indicated that their procedures are
adequate but that emphasis will be given to the training courses in
housekeeping for future work involving electronic panels. The
Region III inspector selected six control room panels and verified ,

good housekeeping practices. Based on the above information, this i
i

: item is closed.

| 3. Review of Instrument Sensing Lines

a. During this repart period, the Region III inspector reviewed BA
_

Procedure BAP 2.6, Revision 6, Change F, " Instrumentation", with an
' effective date of November 1, 1984. It was observed that the

procedure defined: (1) minimum radius bend for sensing line piping
and tubing; (2) bolt torque requirements; (3) installation4

! tolerances; (4) sensing line slope tolerances; and (5) QC/TS
' inspection requirements. The procedure appears to be adequate.

: b. From observation of work activities and personnel interviews, it was
determined, as of this reporting period, that no safety-related

i instrument lines have been completec. The Region III inspector was
informed that to support the integrated flush and subsequent
hydrostatic test, construction is concentrating their efforts on the;

installation of the sensing lines from the " tap" to the first
isolation valve. Also, temporary hangers are being installed at
this time, thus making it impractical to verify final configuration,
slope, separation, etc..

'
c. During this _ report period, the Region III inspector reviewed the

{ partial sensing line installation for Reactor Recirc flow
transmitter FT-1833-N024. In areas where no work was in progress,4

it was observed that numerous sensing lines and fittings were noti

covered, capped, or plugged to prevent entry of. foreign material in
accordance with BA procedures BAP 1.9, Revision 9 and BAP 2.4,
Revision 10.a. Subsequent to the inspectors findings -IPQA prepared
surveillance finding Y23350, dated December 11. 1984, to document
the observations. Following are the locations of the above noted
observations:

(1) Containment, EL. 775', Az.45
Spool 1-RR-1028-88, 1/2" Sch. 80 s/s, and

i miscellaneous pieces of 1/2" and 3/4" s/s piping

4-
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'(2) Containment EL. 743' 8 3/4", Az 44 29' 7"
Penetration IMD-170

(3).ContainmentEL.763'Az40
Instrument Rack H22-P015 "T" Fittings

(4) Containment, EL. 753' Az 123'
Spool 1-RR-956,

(5) Containment, EL. 751", Az 136
90 elbow on spool 1-RR-960

;

During a . tour of the power block on December 13,1984,(2ndshift)
numerous other examples of open instrument sensing lines were
identified. The licensee was informed that failure to establish an
effective program to control the storage and preservation of
material and equipment was an item of noncompliance.in accordance :

.with Criterion XIII of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (461/84-43-01). '

d. During the walk-down of the instrument sensing lines discussed in
Paragraph 3.c above, the inspector noted the Heat Numbers of
installed piping, fittings, and valves for verification of material
traceability. Following are the results of this review of vendor

i documentation:

(1) 3/4 Sch. 160 piping, Ht No. 468609
|

Ordered on P0.No. C39890, Vendor - HUB, Incorporated.
Received 1516'4" on Receiving Inspection Report (RIR).

No. S18916, dated March 25, 1983.i

HUE, Inc., Certificate of Compliance, dated March 11, 1983..

Sandvic, Inc. , Material Certifications, dated February 4,.

1983.
Gamlich Inspection Service, UT inspection and Hyronstatic.

Test Report - 2500 psi.4

Material-ASME Section II, SA-312-TP-316L. This material.

j was downgraded from ASME, Class I to Class 11 per NCR 15755.
This material was installed in a Class II system.

!|
All documentation appeared to be adequate.'

(2) 3/4" 90 Elbow, Ht No. MA
Ordered on P0 No. C34118, Vendor - HUB, Incorporated..

Received 220 each on RIR No. S15998, dated January 14,.

1982.
Material - AMSE, Section II, SA-182-F316, 6000#..

Camco Fittings Company, Chemical and Physical.

Certification, C=0.06, Mn=1.40, P=0.03, S=0.023, Si=0.29,
Ni=11.46, Cr=16.29, Mo=2.04, Cu=0.4, Co=0.1, Tensil =82,500

: Yield = 32,250, Elongation = 55.0, Reduced Area = 71.3.

All documentation appeared t3 be adequate.

,
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(3) 3/4" ASME Valves, Serial Nos.~B3769 and B3796.
Valves received on RIR No. S14844, dated September 9, 1981.

.

Vendor -.Yarway Corporation - ASME Certificate No. N2449..

ASME NPV-1 form, dated August 12, 1981, certified valves.

to ASME Code, 1974 edition thru Winter 1975 addenda. Code
Case 1516-2 was invoked.
Tests and Reports.

Hydrostatic Tests, Seat -3600#, August 12, 1981,
Backseat - 3600#, July 30, 1981,
Shell - 5400#, August 12, 1981.
Tabulation .of Materials and Certification, July 18, 1981
Welding Verification Report, July 28, 1981
Cleanliness Verification Report, August.25,1981
Brazing / Heat Treat Verification Report was dated July 28,
1981, however, this report was not signed.!'

Certificate of Confonnance (CofC) by Yarway was signed,
however, this report was not dated. Of the five (5)

i
C of C's in this documentation package (RIR No. S14844), !

; none were dated.

This document package had been final reviewed by the BA
Document Review Group and had been turned-over to IP for final
review. The licensee was informed that failure to establish'

effective measures to verify the acceptability of vendor
I inspection and test records is an item of noncompliance in
! accordance with Criterion XVII of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B

(461/84-43-02).

e. With reference to the item of noncompliance discussed in paragraph
3.d. above, it appears that the possible root cause for failure.to,

identify discrepancies in vendor documentation may be attributable
to the BA Manager of Quality Engineering's letter number CA-382-84,
dated September 12, 1984. Attached to this letter are 22 ASME Code
Interpretations, as perceived by BA. A review of these interpretations
indicate that BA may have confused the responsibilities of the "N"
Certificate Holder with the responsibilities of the "NA" Certificate.

Holder. Example: BA Code Interpretation Number 21 states, "It is
not necessary for the NA Certificate Holder to survey, evaluate,,

qualify, audit, visit, perform source surveillance or source inspection,.

review CMTRs, C of Cs, or Inspection Reports of an NPT, NV, N or other NA,

Cettificate Holder provided the work he performs is within the scope
of his certificate." The BA interpretation references ASME interpre-

, tation III-80-207. A review of the ASME interpretation indicates that
the ASME response was based on the responsibilities of an "N"
Certificate Holder, not an "NA" Certificate Holder. The inspector
requested that the licensee evaluate the BA interpretations to verify
that they are consistent and in compliance with the Code. Prior to,

the exit interview, the inspector was provided with a copy of IP Memo
: Y26978 that transmitted the EA Code interpretations to NSED for reviewt

and evaluation. Pending a review of NSED's evaluation, this item is
-open(461/84-43-03).,

4. Cable Tray Hanger Reinspection Program

6
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-As part of the recovery program for Stop Work Order (SW0) 007, the |,

|
licensee committed to a 100% reinspection of all safety-related cable
tray hangers installed prior to July 25, 1983. This reinspection is!-

performed by BA Quality Control (QC), Technical Services (TS), and
Engineering personnel. As part of the overall QA enhancement program to
verify construction activities at Clinton Power Station, BA QA has
established a " Field Verification Program" and IP QA has established an
"0verinspection Program", both of these programs supplement the normal QA
program. With respect to the hanger reinspection program status, the
following-observations were made during this reporting period:

a. The hanger reinspection completion date has been extended 60 days.
|

The new completion date is now September 30, 1985.

b. The hanger reinspection status as of December 6, 1984, is as follows:
,

Total hangers in the reinspection program - 5,139 ;
. '

Hangers signed-off by QC and TS - 1,253.

Hanger packages undergoing final review - 574.

Hanger packages in DRC/DRG - 679.

NCRs prepared by QC and Engineering - 1,066.

,

i c. The hanger reinspection program, including rework, is being
{ implemented during second shift. During this reporting period, the

Region III inspector expended 7 hours on second shift observing work
| activities and interviewing craft, QC, TS, and engineering personnel
j associated with the reinspection program. All activities observed

appeared to be in accordance with the applicable BA procedures. To
| meet the reinspection completion date, the personnel committed to

the reinspection program will be increased in early January 1985 as
follows:

Craft will increase from 45 to approximately 100.

Field engineers will increase from 5 to approximately 15.

QC/TS will increase from 7 to 9 or 10. Effort is being made to.

cross-train the QC and TS inspectors. As of December.14, 1984, 2
inspectors completed the training and have been certified in both
areas, and 2 inspectors are in process of being cross-trained.
Pending a review of the cross-training and certification of the
QC/TS inspectors, this item is open (461/84-43-04). *

3

| d. During a review of IP QA audits and surveillances in the areas of
the hanger reinspection program, it was observed that no audits had,

been performed in this area. This lack of audits of the cable tray
hanger reinspection program was discussed with IP upper management;

during the exit interview on December 14, 1984. The inspector
reviewed 16 surveillance reports provided by IP QA. Of these 16
reports it was observed that 4 surveillances were performed on the
hanger reinspection program. Surveillance Y19706, April 23-26,
1984, reviewed drawing control, material traceability, and the

: hanger rework program.. Surveillance Y19750, May 10, 1984, reviewed
the total reinspection program, including traveler control. As a.4

result of this surveillance, Management Corrective Action Request
i (MCAR) 008 was initiated to bring the program into compliance.

i
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Surveillances Y23063 and Y23347 were conducted to verify corrective

'

action required by MCAR-008. It should be noted that cable tray
hanger reinspection program was implemented (Rework started) the
latter part of February 1984. The surveillance program in this area J

'

appears to be adequate. The lack of QA audits will be followed up.

: as part of the normal inspection of the licensee's reinspection
program.

IDuring this reporting period, the Region III inspector reviewed thee..

BA Field Verification Program in the area of cable tray hangers.
During an interview of the Senior QA Engineer for Field'

Verification, the inspector was informed that the BA field
verification group was rejecting approximately 25% of the cable tray
hangers previously inspected and accepted by the tray hanger
reinspection group. The inspector requested a breakdown as to the'

number of hangers inspected, number rejected, cause for rejection,
and disposition.

i

The latest information readly available was contained in a memo from-

the BA Senior QA Engineer to the BA Assistant Manager of Quality and
j Technical Services, dated October 5,1084. This memo states, in '

: part, that 171 hanger traveler packages. had been inspected by field
! verification and 44 nonconformance report were prepared. Ten (10)

of these NCRs were written in error by the field verification
inspector. Thirteen (13) NCRs were due to welding design changes.
Example: Previous design only specified a minimum weld " wrap
around" length and the present design specifies a minimum and
maximum length. NCRs are now being prepared because the maximum
weld wrap around length has been exceeded. Two(2)NCRswere
generated against bolt torque failure. Craft /QC are installing and;

! checking bolt torque by the turn-of-the-nut method and field
verification is verifying the torque with a torque-wrench. These
last two types of NCRL, wrap around welds and bolt torque, were
brought to the attention of senior management during the exit
interview.

!

Of the remaining NCRs, the largest majority addressed welding
defects, i.e. undersize, undercut, arc strikes, weld spatter'

i overlap, lack of fusion, etc.. The licensee's cable tray hanger
reinspection program and field verification appears to be adequate..

;

| f. With respect to the IP QA overinspection of the cable tray hanger
| reinspection program, the overinspection group reviewed approximately
;. 66 hanger traveler packages and did not identify any deficiencies.
; The IP QA overinspection program appears to be adequate and confirms
| the adequacy of the reinspe dion and field verification programs.

5. Review of Electrical Work Ac+ .ites

a. During this reporting period, the Region III inspector met with the
BA QC Manager and IP QA Surveillance personnel to discuss generic
issues that have arisen at other facilities. The following items

I were discussed.

8
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(1) Electrical conductor butt splices The inspector discussed the
various problems identified at other facilities within Region
III. The inspector pointed out that most of these problems
arose because the inspection of butt splices was not addressed
in QC inspection procedures. The inspector was informed that
the requirement to inspect butt splices was contained in BAP
3.3.3, Cable Termination. A subsequent review of BAP 3.3.3,
Revision 5, Change C, dated October 3,1984, indicated that the
criteria for the installation and inspection of butt splices
was adequate.

(2) Anaconda Flexible Conduit The inspector discussed the problems
encountered with Anaconda Type NWC flexible conduit at one of
the Region III facilities. After completion of the Hot
Functional Testing, it was observed that the jacket of Type NWC
flexible conduit used inside the containment was split open on
several installations. Anaconda stated that this problem could
possible be due to exceeding the specified bending radius of
the conduit during installation. The induced stresses
resulting from the excessive bending in combination with
exposure to high temperatures during hot functional testing may
have caused the jacket to split.

(3) Air in Instrument Sensing Lines The inspector provided IP with
data, compiled by the NRC Reactor Operations Analysis Branch,
on operating experience involving air in instrument sensing
lines. Nineteen instrument failures due to air getting into
instrument sensing lines were reviewed by the Analysis Branch.
Nine of these failures were connected with level measurements,
seven with flow measurements, and three with pressure
measurements. The causes of air entry into the sensing lines
for the seven known cases (12 unknown) are as follows:

Instrument sensing lines were backfilled,.

Air introduced during instrument calibration,.

Air trapped in flat runs in sensing lines,.

Air injected into service water line,.

Nitrogen in safety injection tank got inside level.

indicator, |

Improper venting,
'

.

Incorrect installation of a 1" flexible stainless steel :.
'hose installed during the refueling outage, causing an air
'trap in the reference leg for the "A" loop torus water level

instrumenation.

b. During this reporting period, the Region III inspector reviewed the
backlog of electrical QC inspections. It was observed that during
the month of November, 1984, the backlog of inspections increased.

| from 549 to 980. Hanger (407) and conduit (424) inspections accounted
for 831 of the backlog. This item was discussed with the BA QC'

Manager and IP QA surveillance personnel. The inspector was informedi j

that the increase in backlog of inspections was due to procedure i
revisions and the required training resulting from the revised procedures.

9
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The inspector was also informed that for the month of December, craft
could not work overtime until the backlog dropped below 750 inspections
and that the maximum backlog number (750 for December) will be reduced
each succeeding month. It appears that the licensee has controls in
place to control the inspection backlog.

c. During a tour of the power block, the following observations were
.

made in the electrical housekeeping area:

(1) Within the containment building (in the area of the electrical
penetrations), cable trays 17115E-C3E and 17111C-K1E were found
to contain trash and 1 nr more safety-related electrical
cables. This item was brought to the attention of the BA
Electrical Superintendent who took immediate action to have
these trays cleaned.

(2) In general, the housekeeping effort appears to be degrading in
the areas of the plant where construction effort is still ongoing.
This area of concern was discussed with IP management during the
exit interview on December 14, 1984.

6. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action
on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. Open items disclosed during
the inspection are discussed in Paragraphs 3.e and 4.c.

7. Exit Interviews

The Region III inspector met with the licensee representatives (denoted
under Paragraph 1) at the conclusion of the inspection on December 14,
1984. The inspector summarized the purpose and findings of the
inspection. The licensee acknolwedged this information.

|

|
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